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Why?

We live in a society where the subject of sexual abuse
provokes powerful responses within communities

The successful reintegration and rehabilitation of a sex
offender back into the community requires consideration of 
the needs of the offender; victim and community
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We need a reliable solution
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Circles Of Support & 
Accountability (COSA, or Circles) 

Unique and innovative community justice initiative for 
postrelease monitoring of medium- and high-risk sex
offenders in and by the community
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Then and now

Circles started in Canada in 1994 as a community-based 
initiative to support the reintegration of sex offenders (sex 
offenders who have no form of support after serving their 
sentence)
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In 2002, COSA was first introduced in Europe, in the United 
Kingdom, where similar good results were obtained 

COSA was transferred to the Netherlands in 2008. In a 
project funded by the European Commission (called 
Circles), the elements for a successful transfer of COSA 
from one national context to another Europe: Together for 
Safety were identified
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This formed the basis for a new project Circles4EU, in 
which COSA is further implemented in Europe with pilots in 
Bulgaria, Latvia and Catalonia, while implementation in 
France, Hungary and Northern-Ireland is being prepared 
within the framework of the project
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A Circle of Support and
Accountability is about:

• Helping an offender to reintegrate responsibly into the
community

• Enhancing public safety when there is a perceived
element of risk

• Acting as a support and safety mechanism for both -
offender and community
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How Circles are operated

COSA is aimed at preventing recidivism by addressing some 
of the key risk-factors for reoffending: social isolation 
and emotional loneliness

A Circle provides a medium to high-risk sex offender with a 
group of 3 – 6 trained volunteers, preferably from the local 
community, who meet with the sex offender (core member 
in a Circle) on a weekly basis

Volunteers support the core member by modelling pro-
social behaviour, offering moral support and assisting with 
practical needs
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They hold the core member accountable by challenging pro-
offending attitudes, beliefs and behaviour 

The volunteers are assisted by an outer Circle of
professionals
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Volunteers report their concerns to the professionals who, 
when necessary, can take appropriate measures to prevent 
the core member from reoffending

Volunteers do so not directly, but via a Circle coordinator 
whose task it is to mediate between inner and outer Circle 
and support and supervise the Circle process
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Core Member

The core member is a male or female sex offender who has 
been sentenced and has a medium to high risk of 
reoffending and a high need for social support

He or she is participating in a Circle voluntarily and is 
willing to subscribe to the Circles goal: no more victims

He or she must be, at least to some extent, willing and able 
to share information about his/her offence and personal risk 
factors with the volunteers
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CM Selection criteria are:

• Sex offender;

• (Somewhat) motivated to participate in a Circle;

• Able and willing to share information about risk en 
relapse prevention strategies with Circle members;

• Medium to high risk of reoffending;

• High need for social support.
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Exclusion criteria

• significant psychiatric disorder

• personality pathology

• individuals classed as ‘psychopath’
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Volunteers

The Circle volunteers are recruited from the local 
community and are carefully selected, screened and trained 
by the Circle coordinators

The inner Circle should reflect the diversity in the 
community and be constituted of both male and female
members from different ages and backgrounds
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Although a Circle should offer core members the 
opportunity to learn from different perspectives, all Circle 
volunteers should share some key qualities

Competent Circle volunteers are able to express empathy 
and belief in restorative justice. They have good
communication skills, are good problem solvers and team 
workers
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They can set and maintain clear boundaries, and act in a 
respectful and constructive manner. They also should be 
able to accept supervision and support from the Circle 
coordinator
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The Latvian project

In Latvia, the State Probation Service (SPS) had shown 
interest in COSA long before the start of the second 
Daphne project, but due to the financial crisis following 
from the bank crisis in 2008, which hit Latvia harder than 
many other countries, they were not able to start a project
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With the funding from Daphne, a project organisation could 
be built, and the project could start its first pilot circles

Soon, it became clear that the Latvian context provided 
specific callenges

Sex offenders were rarely released from prison on
probation, which meant that the probation service would not 
be paid for COSA for sex offenders not under supervision
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Volunteers were partly recruited from SPS staff, which was 
seen as a potential hindrance to develop the effective 
relationship of trust and equity within the circles
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Our experience and results…

We held 3 different circles – 2 in Riga and 1 in Valmiera 

Example Nr. 1 
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Description of the volunteers

Iveta – 38, teacher of ethics and a sewer, have experience 
working with prisoners, member of Roman Catholic 
Church

Aleksandrs – 47, IT specialist, former offender, 
handicapped, member of Adventist Church

Artis – 29, works in a primary school, is getting a secondary 
education, former offender, member of Pentacostal
Church

Laura – 25, an entrepreneur and a mediator
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Description of outer circle

Sandra – service director in Social Service 

Ilze – social worker in CM residence

Inese – psyhologist

Ruta – Orphan's Court Member in CM residance

Agnese – Senior inspector in State Inspectorate For 
Protection Of Children's Rights

Ināra – local Police inspector

Mārtiņš – Latvian Roman Catholic prison chaplain service

Aija – CM mother  - very ambivalent impact on client

Kaspars – CM brother 
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Challenges

1. Information at the last notice

2. Living with the victim in poor conditions

3. Strong influence from the family

4. Strong influence from official authorities – not having 
all info about them at the start

5. Busy schedule for volunteers and coordinator

6. Support for the volunteers

7. Distance (30 km) from CM to volunteers 
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What have we done

Creative expression

Talking, sharing in all variations

Confronting

Different Activities

Visiting (at home)

Meeting family and state authorities

Inviting for more
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Turning point

On April 23, our CM was working in his new work place 
(Aluksne is 120km from Circle) 

He was found by «friends» - persons with criminal past, 
they all went to Jurmala (172 km from Aluksne)

He was convinced and taken to Jurmala at night in an affair 
with other persons with criminal background (the same 
persons – «friends»)

Police accidentally caught him in park with a computer with 
unallowed content in his hands 

This crime was planned (by another persons)
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Police arrested him and started investigation. 

Only on September 24 he (and 4 other involved persons) 
had court decision to be imprisoned for 7 months (5 
counted in, 2 letf until November 24) for distribution of such
pornographic materials as relate or portray the sexual abuse
of children (CL section 166 part 2)
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3 key outstanding issues

1. CM has very low willpower and social skills

2. CM has poor motivation to change anything

3. Circle doesn't have enough time resource to impact CM 
positively
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Possible solution

CM needs:

1. Total seperation from past and criminal contacts and
lifestyle

2. Full time work away from city environment

3. New social life with learning social skills and ability to 
take care of himself
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Brukna - possible solution

Brukna Mountain Blessing's Community is a faith-based 
project 

Mission statement

The daily program of the community is based on the three 
most important things: prayer, work and fellowship. 
Through work they learn to take responsibility, make 
choices, carry out their plans, and be responsible for what 
they are doing. So they learn many new social skills as well
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Example nr. 2

Core member’s profile:

23 years old;

In February 2013 conditionally sentenced with imprisonment 
with 5 years long probation (until 2018)

Convicted for sexual abuse of young girl at friend’s 
apartment (he did that secretly from friend and that was 
done ~5 years ago)

His risk of sexual re-offending assessed as medium;

Don’t have plans for future, no ambitions, passive
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Circle consists of 5 volunteers. 

From March till October 2014 there were sixteen Circle 
meetings

Meetings with Core member are held in different places –
cafe, Latvian National Library, National Theatre, his home
e.t.c, and with different activities (hiking, for ex.)
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Key Outstanding Issues

No steady job and income - no defined specific goals for the 
future 
No separate living space (CM living with her mother in a 
communal apartment – no private spacies) 
No girlfriend and permanent relationships
Comparatively closed lifestyle
Perhaps that is the dependence on computer games

Now – CM live in society. Supervision was ended.
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To meet these challenges, SPS is seeking to turn the project 
over to a non-governmental organization, which also 
can work with sex offenders who are in the community 
without probation

Soon we will start new information and recruitment 
campaign 

We are planning next training for volunteers in this year
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Without the human community one single human being 
cannot survive…The creation of a more peaceful and 
happier society has to begin from the level of the individual 
and from there it can expand to one’s family, to one’s 
neighborhood, to one’s community and so on… 

Dalai Lama 
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Thank You! 
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